Bay Jack Fitting Instructions

X
Apply silicone

1.
With the cill in position on the brickwork mark position of the
jacking pole cill base and drill through the cill using a 17mm
drill (fig1). Silicone seal can be used at this stage before
fitting the cill base both around the hole and down the bay
saddle.
Hole position “X”
150° = 33.5mm
135° = 32.5mm
120° = 31.5mm
90° = 49.5mm (70mm square post) 46mm (65mm post)
Bay pole = 22.5mm

4.
Choose the correct capstain to suit the relevant corner post /
fixed angle section and fit onto the cill base.

2.
The threaded bar of the cill base is pushed through the
hole from the bottom so that the base plate sits onto the
brickwork.(fig2)

3.
Apply a small bead of silicone around the base of the
locking nut (3939).
Fit the 3939 Half nut and the 3940 tommy bar nut.

Note: To insure that the jacking pole is fitted square it is
recommended that the frog of the brickwork is laid down
flat.
Fit all cill bases and position window frame .

5.
Cut the ali pole/fixed angle to size using the following
deductions.

6.
Before fitting the 1504 pole cladding, a slot will need to be
cut out of the bottom section as shown above to allow
access to the tommy bar nut for adjustment.

With cill = Frame height - 75mm
Without cill = Frame height - 45mm
For top and bottom adjustment
With cill = Frame height -90mm
Without cill = Frame height - 60mm
Note : The pole cladding 1504 is cut the same height as the
frame.

7.

9.

Fit the non adjustable capstain and shim to the top of the
assembly (fig 8) and With a flat bladed screw driver turn
the tommy bar nut to raise or lower the bay pole assembly
as required.

Finally rotate the bay cover so that the slot is hidden
from view and screw fix frames.

Lock the tommy bar nut with the halfnut

8.
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1.
Fit cill joiners and with the cill positioned on the brickwork
mark position of the jacking pole cill base and drill through
the cill using a 12mm drill (fig1).

2.
The two support legs of the cill base is pushed through
the holes from the top so that the support legs sit onto
the brickwork. (Fig2)

3.
Fit the 3939 Half nut and the 3940 tommy bar nut.

Note: To insure that the jacking pole is fitted square it is
recommended that the frog of the brickwork is laid down
flat.
Position “X”= 37.5mm

Fit all cill bases and position window frame .

Hole Position “Y”=16.25mm

4.
Choose the correct capstain to suit the relevant corner post /
fixed angle section and fit onto the cill base.

5.
Cut the ali pole/fixed angle to size using the following
deductions.

6.
Before fitting the 1504 pole cladding,
A slot will need to be cut out of the bottom section as shown
above to allow access to the tommy bar nut for adjustment.

With cill = Frame height - 75mm
Without cill = Frame height - 45mm
For top and bottom adjustment
With cill = Frame height -90mm
Without cill = Frame height - 60mm
Note : The pole cladding 1504 is cut the same height as the
frame.

9.

7.
Fit the non adjustable capstain and shim to the top of the
assembly (fig 8) and With a flat bladed screw driver turn the
tommy bar nut to raise or lower the bay pole assembly as
required.
Lock the tommy bar nut with the halfnut

Finally rotate the bay cover so that the slot is hidden
from view and screw fix frames.

8.
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